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Opening Ceremony & Welcome Speech  10:00 AM

*Professor Ahmed EL RAY*
Moderator of the meeting, Egyptian Coordinator of TBRI - Beaujon Agreement
*Professor Philippe RUSZNIEWSKI*
French coordinator of TBRI – Beaujon Agreement
*Mr Louis MOREAU*
The scientific attaché of the French Embassy in Egypt
*Professor Youssef FAROUK*
President of Theodor Bilharz Research Institute

Session I  11:00 AM - 12:30 PM

Chairpersons:
Prof *Ibrahim El Ebrashy*, Prof *Omar Heikal*, Prof *Medhat ElSahar*, Prof *AbdelMeguid Kassem*, Prof *Ayman Fouad*, Prof *Ahmed Sadek*

*Professor Philippe RUSZNIEWSKI*
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine – Paris Diderot University and Professor of Pancreatology – Gastroenterology “Beaujon Hospital”
“Current approach of acute pancreatitis”

*Professor Hussein OKASHA*
Professor of Hepatogastroenterology. Faculty of Medicine – Cairo University
“Pancreatitis in Egypt. Endosonographic View”

*Assistant Professor Xavier TRETON*
Assistant Professor. Department of Gastroenterology, Beaujon Hospital, and Faculty of Medicine Paris Diderot University
“How to improve IBD management in the next future”
Coffee Break
12:30 PM - 1:00 PM

Session II
1:00 - 3:00 PM

Chairpersons:
Prof Imam Waked, Prof Mohamed Kamal Shaker, Prof Ahmed Abdelaziz, Prof Mahmoud Osman, Prof Mayssa El Raziky, Prof Moataz Hassan

Dr Richard MOREAU
Senior Scientist, Vice-Chairman of the Center for Research on Inflammation, Inserm, Paris Diderot University and Beaujon Hospital
“Acute on Chronic Liver Failure - ACLF: a distinct clinical entity”

Professor Pierre BEDOSSA
Professor and Head of the Department of Pathology, Beaujon Hospital and Paris Diderot University
“Reversion of cirrhosis: current concept”

Professor Pierre Emmanuel RAUTOU
Professor of Hepatology, Beaujon Hospital, Paris Diderot University
“Risk of bleeding following invasive procedures in patients with liver diseases”

Prof Hesham EL KHAYAT
Professor of Hepatogastroenterology – Theodor Bilharz Research Institute
“Landscape in the treatment of HCV genotype 4 in 2017”
Coordinators of Bilharz - Beaujon Agreement

Prof Philippe Ruszniewski - Prof Ahmed El Ray - Prof Nevine Fam

Thanks to Professor Philippe Ruszniewski
The man of science and ethics, and Dean of the faculty of Medicine Paris Diderot University. Professor Ruszniewski is the godfather of the Beaujon – Bilharz agreement. He promises to continuously support this fruitful cooperation.

Organizing committee

Prof Nevine Fam - Prof Maged El Ghannam - Prof Alaa Awad Taha - Dr. Ahmed Youssef Montasser - Mrs. Tahra Abd El Moneim

Thanks to Professor Alaa Ismail, Head of the Clinical Medical department, and to all my professors and colleagues members of the Hepatogastroenterology department, TBRI

Thanks to sponsors of the meeting
The meeting was made possible through the generous unrestricted support from the pharmaceutical companies.
He works currently in the Department of Gastroenterology-Pancreatology in Beaujon’s Hospital, Clichy, France. He was also responsible for the Pole of Liver, Digestive and Pancreatic Diseases located in Beaujon, Bichat and Louis-Mourier Hospitals. He is Professor of Gastroenterology at University Paris 7, Denis-Diderot, and is Dean of Paris Diderot Medicine Faculty since July 2015.

His main areas of interest are digestive neuroendocrine tumours and pancreatic diseases (mainly pancreatic cancer, intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms, acute and chronic pancreatitis). He has published 380 papers in international Journals and serves as a reviewer for leading journals in gastroenterology. He is past President of the French Society of Gastroenterology, and a member of numerous societies in the field of Gastroenterology, Pancreatology and Digestive Oncology. While he served as President of the European Neuroendocrine Tumor Society (ENETS) between 2010 and 2012, then Vice-Chairman, he is currently a member of ENETS Advisory Board.

**Professor Philippe RUSZNIEWSKI**

**DR. Richard MOREAU**

- Senior Scientist (Outstanding Grade) at the French NIH (Inserm). He is: 1) Vice-Chairman of the Centre of Research on Inflammation (CRI, Paris, France), endorsed by the French NIH (Inserm), Paris Diderot University, and Cnrs; 2) Consultant in Hepatology at the Liver Unit at Beaujon Hospital, Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris, Clichy, France; 3) Adjunct Professor at the Institute of Liver and Biliary Sciences (ILBS), New Delhi, India; 4) Advisor for Hepatology at the Inserm Institute “Pathophysiology, Metabolism, Nutrition”; 5) Deputy Director of the Grifols Chair for Translational Research at the European Foundation for the Study of Chronic Liver Failure (EF Clif).
- His main research interest is pathophysiology and treatment of complications of cirrhosis, in particular acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF). He was responsible for the fact that France was the first country in the world to approve terlipressin as a first-line treatment for hepatorenal syndrome. Because of his interest for end-stage liver disease, he was among founding members of the EASL-Chronic Liver Failure (CLIF) Consortium which includes 70 European Centers and is dedicated to develop research on cirrhosis. He was PI of the first study (called CANONIC study) performed under the umbrella of the EASL-CLIF Consortium; this study was the first to provide an evidence-based definition for Acute-on-chronic liver failure.
- He is now Senior Editor of Journal of Hepatology (2015-19). He has been Associate Editor for Liver International (2007-9) and for Journal of Hepatology (2010-14).
- His scientific production consists of 309 Peer-Reviewed publications (PubMed, November 2016), of which 215 original articles, 94 Review Articles or Editorials; he has a h-index of 59.
- He was Editor of 1 book and 33 book chapters.
- He gave 227 Invited lectures (70% outside France), 300 communications in International meetings.
**Professor Pierre BEDOSSA**

Pierre Bedossa is Professor of Pathology at the University Paris-Diderot, France. He is currently Head of the Department of Pathology, Physiology and Imaging from the hospital’s consortium of Paris Nord-Val de Seine, France. He is Chairman and Head of the Department of Pathology at Beaujon Hospital, Clichy France. Pierre Bedossa is specialized in liver pathology. His main research interests are NAFLD and liver fibrosis. He is the president of the European Society of Pathology.

**Professor Pierre-Emmanuel RAUTOU**

Pierre-Emmanuel Rautou (MD, PhD) is Professor of Hepatology at the University of Paris-VII (Hôpital Beaujon, Clichy, France). He leads the splanchnic hemodynamic laboratory at Hôpital Beaujon since 2012. He is also project leader at the INSERM Unit 970 (Paris Cardiovascular Research Center @HEGP) in a team dedicated to endothelial cell biology since 2012.

**Assistant Professor Dr Xavier TRETON**

Dr Xavier Treton is Assistant-Professor in the Gastroenterology and IBD Department in Beaujon Hospital (headed by Pr Bouhnik) since 2006. He is an executive board member for GETAID, and co-founder of the REMIND French research association gathering all IBD basic research units. The IBD unit at Beaujon hospital is one of the leading reference and research centers for IBD (for Crohn and Ulcerative colitis) in France. During his PhD, obtained in 2010, he created a research program on colonic epithelial dysfunctions and microRNA (miR) in UC, which led to the creation of a new research INSERM team dedicated to UC. In partnership with Dr Eric Ogier Denis and Pr Yoram BOUHNIK, he obtained innovative results with the identification of an endoplasmic reticulum stress-related pathway in UC, which led to found a start-up in 2014, Inception IBD (San Diego, Ca, USA). This company collaborates with the academic team to create new molecules and forecast biomarkers and new targets in IBD.
**Professor Hussein OKASHA**

- Professor of Internal Medicine and Gastroenterology, Cairo University, Egypt.
- Consultant in Endoscopy and Abdominal sonography with special interest in Endoscopic Ultrasonography and Interventional sonography.
- Head of sonography Unit of El-Ebrashi’s center of GI, endoscopy and Hepatology, Internal Medicine department, Cairo University
- Member of the Editorial board of the international EUS Journal, website: www.eusjournal.com
- Academic editor and reviewer in Medicine Journal, medicine@wolterskluwer.com

**Professor Hesham ELKHAYAT**

Professor of Hepatogastroenterology, Theodor Bilharz Research Institute

He is the fellow of Harvard Medical School. He is appointed as Vice President of Egyptian Society of Hepatology, Gastroenterology and Infectious disease and Vice President of Egyptian Group of Study of Update of Hepatology and Gastroenterology. He is also the Secretary of the Egyptian Society of Stem Cell Therapy.
- He is an International Member of many societies: the American as well as the European Society of Liver Disease, the American Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. He is also a fellow of American college of gastroenterology.
- He is a member of New York Academy of Science and a reviewer of many international journals like Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Journal and Liver International Journal.
- He has a lot of international publications, and supervised and discussed many M.D and M.Sc theses.
• No commercial entity was involved in decisions regarding the development of the program and selection of the speakers.
• There has not been any condition of recommendation of any products associated with the support of the meeting.
• The core meeting is free from any commercial involvement.
• All the financial share of the sponsoring pharmaceutical companies is documented and declared.

We apologize to the companies that participated after printing the program.

E-mail address: araborganizers@hotmail.com
Mobile: 01001709857 – 01068663434 – 01068666085
Website: www.araborganizers.org